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Abstract

The expression of transgenic proteins is often low and unstable over time, a problem that 

may be due to integration of the transgene in repressed chromatin. We developed a 

screening technology to identify genetic elements that efficiently counteract chromatin-

associated repression. When these elements were used to flank a transgene, we observed a 

substantial increase in the number of mammalian cell colonies that expressed the transgenic 

protein. Expression of the shielded transgene was, in a copy number–dependent fashion, 

substantially higher than the expression of unprotected transgenes. Also, protein production 

remained stable over an extended time period. The DNA elements are small, not exceeding 

2,100 base pairs (bp), and they are highly conserved between human and mouse, at both the 

functional and sequence levels.  Our results demonstrate the existence of a class of genetic 

elements that can readily be applied to more efficient transgenic protein production in 

mammalian cells.
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Introduction

For large-scale industrial production of high-value therapeutic proteins, mammalian cell 

lines form a vital platform. Unfortunately, this production is often hampered by low 

predictability and instability of expression over time, as well as insufficient product yield. 

Production costs of a therapeutic protein are thus very high in comparison with the 

production of conventional small-molecule drugs1,2.  Tools that improve predictability, yield, 

and stability of protein expression would be of considerable value.

An important cause for the problems just outlined concerns chromatin, the accessibility 

status of which is crucial to a gene’s expression3,4. A transgene that randomly integrates in 

or close to inaccessible chromatin will be silenced. A solution for these problems might be 

to flank a transgene with genomic elements that counteract chromatin associated repression. 

Here we describe a screen to identify such DNA elements. Flanking a transgene with the 

isolated anti-repressor elements results in more cell colonies that express the protein, as 

well as in higher and more stable protein expression. Most anti-repressor elements function 

in human cells and in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, except for one tested element 

that functions in the human cells only. We suspect that the anti-repressor elements we have 

discovered will be valuable tools for the production of therapeutic proteins in mammalian 

cell lines.

Results

Isolation of genetic elements that block chromatin-mediated repression.

We developed a screening method for the isolation of genetic elements that counteract gene 

repression by chromatin-associated repressor proteins.  Targeted fusion proteins between the 

LexA protein and the Polycomb group (PcG) protein HPC25 or HP16 repress a reporter 

gene7. In a selection vector, pSelect, the reporter gene was replaced with the zeo (zeocin 

resistance) gene. To establish a plasmid library in a mammalian cell line, the pSelect vector 

contained the EBNA-1 nuclear antigen for high-copy episomal replication7.  A library of 

human genomic DNA fragments between 500 and 2,000 bp was cloned between the LexA 

binding sites and the zeo gene (Fig.  1A).  The library was transfected to human U-2 OS 

cells, expression of LexA fusion protein was induced, and zeocin was added to the culture 
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Figure 1. A genetic screen to identify DNA elements that block chromatin associated repressors. 

(A,B) Addition of zeocin to the culture medium resulted in cell death when this DNA fragment was a random 

DNA fragment (A), but cells survived when an anti-repressor element (B) was present. (C) zeo mRNA 

expression was measured in the presence of LexA repressor protein. When anti-repressor elements were 

present between the LexA binding sites and the zeo gene, varying amounts of zeo mRNA were produced. The 

presence of control vector DNA (C) resulted in almost complete suppression of the zeo gene. (D) The presence 

of control vector DNA resulted in cell death after addition of zeocin. The presence of anti-repressor element 6 

resulted in small colonies that grow slowly, whereas the presence of anti-repressor element 40 resulted in large 

colonies that grow fast and that are resistant to higher concentrations of zeocin in the culture medium.
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medium, resulting in the death of the majority of colonies (Fig. 1A). Four independent 

screens were performed using either LexA-HPC2 or LexA-HP1 as repressor. This resulted 

in the recovery of 65 pSelect plasmids that conveyed survival (Fig. 1B).

The elements range from 500 to 2,100 bp. Ten elements were analyzed in more detail 

(Table 1). To test to what extent the elements counteracted the action of chromatin-

associated repressors, we measured the mRNA expression of the zeo gene. In a LexA-HP1 

repression background, the presence of a pSelect anti-repressor element resulted in varying 

expression of zeo mRNA (Fig. 1C), indicating differences in anti-repressor strength. These 

differences were also reflected in the number of colonies and growth characteristics. 

Element 40,  a more efficient repression blocker than element 6 (Fig. 1C), resulted in a 

higher number of colonies that also grew more rapidly under zeocin pressure than cells 

transfected with either the control pSelect vector or element 6-pSelect (Fig. 1D).  Together 

the results show that the elements are potent blockers of chromatin-associated repressors.

Anti-
repressor 

Humana Accession
no.

Length
(bp)

Mouseb Similarityc

4 1p31.1 AY190749 1586 --
6 2p21 AY190750 1176 2E+05 437 bp (78%)
7 1q34 AY190751 2101 --

12 5q35.3 AY190752 1031 11b13 796 bp (66%)
13 9q34.3 AY190753 1291 2A3 753 bp (77%)
35 7q22.3 AY190754 894 --
36 21q22 AY190755 1488 16C4 166 bp (79%)
40 22q11.1 AY190756 1031 6F1 700 bp (75%)
52 6p21.1 AY190757 976 6B3 846 bp (74%)
53 Xp11.3 AY190758 1206 XA2 364 bp (64%)

Table 1. Human anti-repressor elements, their genomic location, and their putative 

mouse orthologs 

a Cytogenetic location of anti-repressor element in the human genome. Chromosomal location was 

determined by BLAST search of anti-repressor sequence data against the human genome database. 

Analysis of their genomic location resulted in single hits, indicating that the elements are unique 

sequences that encompass exclusively noncoding DNA.
b Cytogenetic location of anti-repressor element ortholog in the mouse genome.
c Length of the regions displaying high sequence similarity, and percentage similarity.
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Anti-repressor elements are not enhancers but they act as enhancer blockers. 

An alternative explanation for the survival of the colonies is that the anti-repressor elements 

are enhancers that overcome HPC2- or HP1-mediated gene repression8.  However, no 

enhancer activity of the anti-repressor elements was observed when they were placed 

upstream of the LBK-AP minimal promoter9,  whereas the E47 enhancer-binding protein 

strongly activated the luc reporter gene (encoding firefly luciferase; Fig. 2A).  Identical 

results were obtained when the simian virus-40 (SV40) minimal promoter was used, with 

the SV40 enhancer as positive control (Fig. 2B). We conclude that the elements are not 

enhancers.

Known insulator elements block the action of an enhancer when placed between the 

enhancer and a promoter10-12.We placed various anti-repressor elements between the E47 

binding sites and the LBK-AP minimal promoter. All tested anti-repressor elements blocked 

the action of the E47 enhancer on the LBK-AP minimal promoter (Fig. 2C); hence the anti-

repressor elements are also powerful enhancer-blocking elements.

Anti-repressor elements confer higher protein expression in tissue culture cells. 

We cloned anti-repressor element 40 upstream and downstream of a cassette containing the 

SEAP reporter gene (Fig. 3A), encoding secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP), which 

allowed us to assess the yield of a secreted protein. The SEAP gene was placed under 

control of the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. The constructs were co-transfected with a 

Figure 2. Anti-repressor elements are not enhancers, but they do block enhancers. 

(A, B) Indicated anti-repressor elements and control DNA were placed upstream of the minimal LBK-AP (A) 

or the minimal SV40 promoter (B). Only the E47 (A) or SV40 (B) enhancer strongly activated the 

corresponding minimal promoters. (C) Indicated anti-repressor elements and control DNA were placed 

between E47 binding sites and the LBK-AP minimal promoter. All anti-repressor elements blocked the action 

of the E47 enhancer on the promoter. The presence of only control DNA resulted in strong enhancement of 

the LBK-AP promoter. We also placed anti-repressor elements 4, 7, and 40 upstream of the enhancer and 

tested whether this might result in silencing of the enhancer, but this was not the case (data not shown).
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plasmid containing the puro (puromycin resistance) gene to CHO K1 cells. Incorporation of 

anti-repressor element 40 in the construct resulted in more colonies that produced high 

SEAP, as compared with the unshielded control construct (Fig.  3A, left). Because many 

colonies displayed low expression of SEAP, we sought means to remove these low-

producing colonies selectively and assess the differences in expression also at the ‘high 

end’ of the spectrum. We therefore placed an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) sequence 

between the expression unit of the SEAP gene and the zeo gene (Fig. 3A, right). Zeocin 

interacts in a 1:1 stoichiometric fashion with the zeocin resistance protein, which allows 

efficient titration. The SEAP-IRES-zeo configuration thus permits cell survival only if the 

zeo gene is highly expressed. With the SEAP-IRES-zeo bicistronic gene construct that was 

shielded with anti-repressor 40 elements, we observed more colonies than with the 

nonshielded control. Because the zeo gene is part of the same expression unit as the SEAP

reporter gene, our hypothesis is that the anti-repressor elements confer position effect–

independent integration, resulting in more colonies that express the zeo gene and hence a 

higher survival rate.

Incorporation of anti-repressor element 40 in the SEAP-IRES-zeo construct resulted in more 

colonies that produced high SEAP, as compared with the unshielded control construct (Fig. 

3A, right). In ~70% of the anti-repressor element 40–shielded colonies, SEAP was 

expressed in amounts greater (43–89 pg/cell/day) than the highest control values (17–22 pg/

cell/day) (Fig. 3A, right).  In contrast, the highest SEAP expression in anti-repressor element 

6–shielded colonies (the weakest element tested; see Fig. 1C and D) ranged between 32 and 

45 pg/cell/day, only a modest increase compared with the control (17–22 pg/cell/day). Anti-

repressor element 7 conferred a range between 40 and 85 pg/cell/day, which is similar to 

the expression range that is achieved with element 40 (Fig. 3A, right). This correlates with 

the observation that anti-repressor elements 7 and 40 have a similar strength as anti-

repressors (Fig. 1C).

To assess the action of the anti-repressor element in the context of another protein, we 

cloned five elements (4,  7, 12, 35,  and 40; Table 1) to flank a GFP-IRES-zeo cassette, 

containing the gene encoding green fluorescent protein. Figure 3B shows results with anti-

repressor element 7. Eight out of nine control colonies displayed low to intermediate GFP 

activity (Fig. 3B).  Only one colony (number 9) displayed intermediate GFP expression. In 

contrast,  all nine anti-repressor element 7–shielded colonies expressed intermediate to high 

amounts of GFP (Fig. 3B). The effect of anti-repressor element 7 was also reflected at the 

level of GFP mRNA expression. In three colonies that contain anti-repressor element 7–
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shielded colonies (7-1 to 7-3) (Fig. 3B), both steady-state GFP mRNA levels (Fig. 3C, left) 

and run-on GFP mRNA levels13 (Fig. 3C, right) were substantially greater than in three 

colonies that did not contain anti-repressor elements (controls 1–3). 

Element 7 also conferred higher SEAP expression in the human U-2 OS cell line, whereas 

anti-repressor element 8 conferred higher SEAP expression in U-2 OS cells but not in CHO 

cells. This indicates cell type specificity of some anti-repressor elements. Finally, the 

elements function with a variety of promoters, ranging from the SV40 promoter to the UB6 

promoter.

Anti-repressor elements confer copy number–dependent, stable protein expression in 

tissue culture cells. 

An important question in transgene technologies is whether the transgene is expressed in a 

copy number–dependent fashion. In particular, clones containing a higher copy number 

tend to show unstable expression over time. We therefore determined the copy number of 

the integrated vectors in 14 colonies (Fig. 3A, right). No correlation between the copy 

number of integrated plasmids and the expression of SEAP was observed when no anti-

repressor element was present (Fig.  4A). In contrast, there was a good correlation between 

the copy number of anti-repressor element 40–shielded expression cassettes and SEAP 

expression (Fig. 4A),  as indicated by the high correlation coefficient (R2). Importantly, not 

Figure 3. Anti-repressor elements confer more predictable and higher protein expression.

(A) The anti-repressor element 40 was cloned to flank the SEAP gene, driven by the CMV promoter-

enhancer. Stably transfected colonies of CHO K1 cells were isolated and propagated before measurement 

of SEAP protein in the culture medium. In the left panel the constructs were co-transfected with the puro

gene. In the right panel the zeo gene was coupled to the SEAP cDNA through an IRES sequence. Selection 

was carried out by addition of zeocin to the culture medium, which results in removal of colonies 

expressing low amounts of SEAP. Almost all colonies containing an anti-repressor element–shielded 

cassette expressed SEAP at a higher level than the highest expressing control colonies lacking anti-

repressors. (B) The anti-repressor element 7 was cloned to flank the GFP gene, driven by the CMV 

promoter-enhancer. Stably transfected colonies of CHO K1 cells were isolated and propagated before 

analysis of GFP expression. All colonies containing an anti-repressor 7–shielded cassette expressed GFP at 

a higher level than the highest expressing control colony lacking anti-repressor elements (number 9). The 

x-axis shows the GFP fluorescence signal, the y-axis the relative number of cells. A line is arbitrarily 

drawn at the same GFP signal level to facilitate comparisons. (C) mRNA of the control (numbers 1–3) and 

anti-repressor element 7–shielded (numbers 1–3) colonies in (B) was isolated and analyzed by northern 

blotting, using the GFP gene as probe or Actb for loading control (left panels). Alternatively, nuclei of 

these cells were isolated and incubated with [32P]UTP21. The labeled mRNA pools were incubated with 

filters containing equal amounts of GFP cDNA or Actb cDNA (loading control).
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only was SEAP expression dependent on copy number, but more SEAP protein was 

produced per copy. 

We followed the SEAP expression in a number of high-producing colonies (Fig. 3A,  right). 

The experiment was started by removing the zeocin selection pressure. In a period covering 

60 cell divisions, SEAP expression dropped to <10–20% of the original expression (t = 0) 

in all four colonies lacking anti-repressors (Fig. 4B). In contrast, all four colonies 

containing an anti-repressor 40–shielded expression cassette produced SEAP stably over 60 

cell divisions (Fig. 4B).We conclude that the anti-repressor elements confer increased 

stability of protein expression.

Figure 4. Anti-repressor elements confer stable protein expression in a copy number–dependent 

fashion.

(A) Genomic DNA was isolated from indicated colonies that were stably transfected either with a SEAP

construct lacking anti-repressors or with the anti-repressor element 40–shielded construct. The copy number of 

the SEAP construct was determined. Only in colonies containing an anti-repressor element 40–shielded 

construct was SEAP expression dependent on copy number. The copy number was plotted against SEAP 

expression, and the regression line and the correlation coefficients were added. (B) Four of the control and anti-

repressor element 40–containing colonies (in Fig. 3A, right) that expressed the highest SEAP levels were 

followed for 60 generations. Four SEAP measurements per colony were done: at day 1 when zeocin was 

removed from the culture medium, and after 20, 40, and 60 generations.
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Anti-repressor elements are highly conserved. 

Although using search programs such as BLAST revealed no obvious homologies between 

the anti-repressor elements, the fact that human anti-repressor elements function in CHO 

cells indicates strong evolutionary conservation. We therefore compared the sequences of 

human anti-repressor elements with the mouse genome. Among the 65 human elements, 23 

resulted in single hits in the mouse genome (Table 1; Table 2, originally published as online 

supplement), and the mouse sequences were located at the corresponding mouse 

chromosome and adjacent to the orthologous mouse gene. We analyzed the 1,033 bp long 

anti-repressor 40 element in more detail. Both human and mouse element 40 are located 

upstream of the IL17R gene on, respectively, human chromosome 22 and the corresponding 

mouse chromosome 6 (Fig. 5A). We found highly conserved sequence blocks between 

mouse and human that extended 354 bp upstream of the original isolated Sau3A fragment 

(indicated in light gray) (Fig. 5B). We missed the entire 1,387 bp DNA fragment in our 

Anti-repressor Humana Length (bp) Mouseb Similarityc

3 5q33.3 763 11B2 248bp 83%
11 2p25.1 1375 12 563bp 52%
20 8q13.1 780 14 377bp 72%
22 10q22.2 937 14B 526bp 88%
24 1q21.1 943 15 173bp 71%
28 17q21.3 1264 11 295bp 89%
29 2q31.1 1680 2 350bp 75%
33 21q22.2 1368 16 168bp 61%

37 6p21.1 1419 17B1 451bp 72%
50 6p21.1 942 17B1 330bp 73%
51 7p15.2 1200 6B3 1041bp 74%
54 4q21.2 981 5E+03 699bp 72%
55 15q13.1 501 7 231bp 58%
61 7p14.3 1662 6B3 188bp 68%
62 22q11.21 732 2 300bp 80%
65 9q34.3 1291 2A3 753bp 77%

Table 2. Human anti-repressor elements, their genomic location, and their 

putative mouse orthologs

This table was originally published as an online supplement
a Cytogenetic location of anti-repressor element in the human genome. Chromosomal 

location was determined by BLAST search of anti-repressor sequence data against the 

human genome database. Analysis of their genomic location resulted in single hits, 

indicating that the elements are unique sequences that encompass exclusively noncoding 

DNA.
b Cytogenetic location of anti-repressor element ortholog in the mouse genome.
c Length of the regions displaying high sequence similarity, and percentage similarity.
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screen because the screening library encompasses only Sau3A fragments and Sau3A cuts at 

the 1 bp and 1,033 bp positions. The 1,387 bp fragment contains conserved blocks of up to 

200 bp that show 45–75% sequence identity between mouse and human. For noncoding 

DNA, this degree of sequence identity is high, a fact that was reinforced by our finding no 

substantial identity with the mouse sequences in the 10,000 bp regions upstream or 

downstream from the 1,387 bp fragment.

We cloned the entire 1,387 bp fragment and indicated regions in the pSelect vector. Both 

the human and mouse 454 bp 3�-flanking fragment (black, Fig. 5C) had potent anti-

repressor activity as evident from the number of clones that formed, their growth rate, and 

the maximum zeocin concentration at which cells survive (compare Fig. 1D). Although this 

region does not show the highest homology between human and mouse, the homology is 

nonetheless 42%, which is still very high in comparison to that in the surrounding regions 

of the elements. These results demonstrate a strong evolutionary conservation between 

human and mouse elements at the levels of sequence, genomic location, and function.

Discussion

We report a screening technology to identify a class of genetic elements that are able to 

block chromatin-associated repressors.  Flanking a transgenic gene that is expressed in 

mammalian cell lines with these anti-repressor elements results in substantially more 

predictable and higher protein expression. In addition, anti-repressor elements stabilize 

protein expression over a prolonged period of time. The relatively small size of the anti-

repressor elements makes them very versatile. In addition, their ability to operate in the 

context of distinct promoters, among them the often-used CMV promoter, adds to their 

Figure 5. Anti-repressor elements are highly conserved noncoding DNA.

(A) Anti-repressor element 40 is located on the human chromosome 22 and the corresponding mouse 

chromosome 6. Both human and mouse anti-repressor element 40 are located upstream of the IL17R gene. (B) 

Human anti-repressor element 40 (lower DNA stretch) shares highly conserved sequence blocks with mouse 

anti-repressor element 40 (upper DNA stretch). The isolated anti-repressor element 40 (dark gray) is captured 

in lines and represents the Sau3A digest. The sequence homology is extended upstream of the isolated anti-

repressor element 40 (light gray). (C) The mouse anti-repressor element 40 also has powerful anti-repressor 

activity. The region in both human and mouse anti-repressor element 40 that has highest anti-repressor 

activity is located in the most 3��part of the element (indicated in black). The indicated relative strength of the 

anti-repressor was based on the number of surviving colonies, their size, and their relative growth rate.
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attractiveness. Finally, and importantly, human anti-repressor elements also operate in CHO 

cells, the most commonly used industrial cell line.

How can the elements counteract distinct chromatin-associated repressors such as HPC2 

and HP1? Repression mediated by a PcG protein such as EED involves histone 

deacetylation14. Furthermore, both HP1 and PcG proteins are targeted to genetic loci that 

contain histone H3 tails with increased methylation at specific lysines15-17, and in one case a 

complex has been identified in which PcG proteins, HP1, and a histone methyltransferase 

are present18. Anti-repressor elements may interfere with spreading of histone deacetylation 

and methylation patterns that are characteristic for a repressive state that is induced by PcG 

proteins or HP1. Interference at this basic molecular level may help to explain the rather 

nonspecific ability of anti-repressor elements to block different classes of chromatin-

associated repressors.

We do not know the in vivo function of anti-repressor elements. However,  the highly 

conserved nature of these noncoding human DNA elements, at both the sequence and 

functional levels,  suggests important regulatory functions within the genome. Recently, 

genomic domains in which gene expression occurs in a highly coordinated fashion were 

discovered19. It has been speculated that elements such as insulators have a pivotal function 

in the regulation of such domains. It is quite possible that the newly recognized anti-

repressor elements have such an activity. The number of anti-repressor elements is probably 

limited. Our isolation of some elements more than once, even in different repressor screens, 

indicates that a genome-wide saturation screen for these elements may be possible. 

Educated guesses, in combination with enhancer-blocking assays, have thus far resulted in 

the identification of interesting elements such as the HS4 element11. The screening 

methodology we developed provides an opportunity to search systematically for anti-

repressor elements throughout the genome or in specific genetic loci.  This may open new 

means of exploring functional and unknown aspects of genome organization.

Experimental protocol

Library construction and screening. 

The selection vector for anti-repressor elements (pSelect, Fig. 1A) has the pREP4 vector 

(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) as backbone. The pSelect vector contains four LexA operator 
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sites20. Gene libraries were constructed by Sau3A digestion of human genomic DNA, 

purified from placenta (6550-1; Becton Dickinson, Palo Alto, CA). Human genomic DNA 

was size-fractionated, and the 0.5–2 kb size fraction was ligated between the LexA 

operators and the SV40 promoter–driven zeo gene. The host strains are based on the U-2 

OS human osteosarcoma cell line, which was stably transfected with the pTet-Off plasmid, 

fusion protein genes containing the LexA DNA-binding domain, and the coding regions of 

HP1 or HPC27.  The gene library in pSelect was transfected into the U-2 OS/Tet-Off/LexA-

repressor cell line, and transfected cells were cultured under hygromycin selection (25 �g/

ml) and tetracycline repression (doxycycline, 10 ng/ml) for one week (50% confluence). 

Then the doxycycline concentration was reduced to 0.1 ng/ml to induce the LexA-repressor 

genes, and after 2 days zeocin was added to 250 � g/ml.  The cells were cultured for an 

additional three to four weeks, until the control cultures were killed by the zeocin.

RT-PCR on zeo mRNA. 

The strength of the anti-repressor elements was tested by assessing their ability to prevent 

transcriptional repression of the zeo gene, using an RT-PCR assay. U-2 OS/Tet-Off/LexA-

HP1 cell line transfected with indicated plasmids was cultivated on hygromycin for two 

weeks at high doxycycline concentration, then the doxycycline concentration was lowered 

to 0.1 ng/ml. After 10 days, total RNA was isolated and first-strand cDNA synthesis was 

carried out. The PCR products for the zeo gene and for the hyg (hygromycin resistance) 

gene (as internal control) were resolved by electrophoresis, and the zeo and hyg bands were 

detected by Southern blotting, using the zeo and hyg genes as probes.

Enhancer and enhancer-blocking assay. 

E47 binding sites (mu-E5 + E2 � 6) and a human alkaline phosphatase minimal promoter 

(LBK-AP, also called ALPL)9 were inserted upstream of the luc gene (gift of W.Romanow). 

Indicated anti-repressor elements or a 2,000 bp pcDNA vector fragment were cloned 

between the E47 binding sites and the LBK-AP minimal promoter. In the enhancer-blocking 

assay, an E47 expression plasmid was co-transfected with all E47-test-LBK-luc vectors 

(gift of W. Romanow). The transiently transfected cells were assayed for luciferase activity 

48 hours after plasmid transfection. The anti-repressor elements were tested in a similar 

fashion for potential enhancer activity by placing them upstream of the minimal SV40 

promoter.
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SEAP expression in mammalian cell lines. 

Chinese hamster ovary cell line CHO K1 (CCL-61; American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC), Manassas,VA) was co-transfected with recombinant pSDH vectors and the pPUR 

(6156-1; Becton Dickinson) (10:1), which contains the puro gene.  Puromycin selection 

(500 � g/ml) was complete within 3–4 days. Fresh medium containing zeocin was then 

added (100 � g/ml). Individual clones were isolated after 10 days. SEAP activity (Great 

EscAPe kit, no. K2041, Becton Dickinson) was measured approximately three weeks after 

transfection, three times with intervals of one week each.

Determination of copy numbers. 

Indicated stable individual CHO colonies transfected with pSDH vectors were isolated and 

assayed for SEAP activity. Genomic DNA was purified, and the copy number of the SEAP 

gene was determined by following a competitive PCR protocol21. The resulting 

autoradiogram was analyzed by densitometry to determine the relative strength of the SEAP

DNA bands. The blot was rehybridized with a probe for Actb (encoding actin-�) and the 

ratio between the SEAP and Actb signal was taken as the relative copy number.
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